
Select as many or as few options as your project demands from the list below using our simple three-step costing calculator below: as easy as 1-2-3!

APPROX BASE SIZE INSTALLATION INSULATED SUPPLY PAINT KIT LABOUR COST FOR
PRODUCT OF BUILDING WALL BUILDING OF YOUR FLOOR & ROOF EPDM RUBBER TAPCO SLATE TIMBER CONCRETE LAMINATE GUTTERING & FOR APPLICATION DECORATOR TO APPLY

TITLE (DOOR SIDE FIRST) THICKNESS STYLE CABIN KIT KIT * ROOFING * EFFECT ROOF * SUBFRAME SLAB FLOORING * DOWNPIPES * BY CUSTOMER ** PAINT KIT ON SITE ***

Ottershaw 2.4m x 2.4m 40mm Corner £725 £768 n/a n/a £385 £737 £322 n/a £373 £586
Abinger Mini 2.5m x 2m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £725 £398 n/a £537 £335 £640 £300 £150 £305 £549

ROOFING UPGRADES

TRENTAN INTERLOCKING LOG CABINS - STANDARD RANGE
Prices are applicable within a 50 mile radius of either show site and include roadside delivery, double glazing, VAT and roofing: decorative felt shingles (apex) or polyester based rolled roofing felt (pent)

KIT PRICE
(SUPPLY ONLY)

CONSTRUCTION OF BASE
2: ADD ANY ADDITIONAL SERVICES WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE US TO ARRANGE ON YOUR BEHALF: 3: BUILDING PROTECTION

£2,846
£2,778

BUILDING CONFIGURATION AND SPECIFICATIONS
BUILDING

1: KIT PRICE

Abinger Mini 2.5m x 2m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £725 £398 n/a £537 £335 £640 £300 £150 £305 £549
Elstead 2.8m x 2.42m 44mm Hexagonal £725 £710 n/a n/a £453 £867 £353 n/a £373 £637

Mortimer 1 2.8m x 2.8m 44mm Corner £740 £976 n/a n/a £525 £1,003 £385 n/a £373 £683
Esher 1 2.8m x 2.8m 40mm Corner £725 £768 n/a n/a £525 £1,003 £385 n/a £373 £683
Esher 2 2.8m x 4.48m 40mm Corner £725 £912 n/a n/a £840 £1,605 £526 n/a £526 £888
Abinger 3m x 2.5m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £725 £488 n/a £764 £502 £960 £375 £175 £373 £671

Sandhurst 1 3m x 3.6m 44mm Cabin Apex £725 £748 n/a £1,061 £723 £1,382 £474 £225 £458 £805
Addlestone 3m x 4.8m 44mm Cabin Apex £791 £730 n/a £1,381 £964 £1,843 £582 £275 £526 £952

Bagshot Mini 3.3m x 2.4m 44mm Pent £725 £552 £427 n/a £530 £1,013 £387 £100 £458 £695
Mortimer 2 3.3m x 3.3m 44mm Corner £959 £1,082 n/a n/a £729 £1,393 £476 n/a £458 £805
Frensham 3.5m x 3m 44mm Hexagonal £839 £1,326 n/a n/a £703 £1,344 £465 n/a £458 £793
Chertsey 3.5m x 3m 40mm Long Ridge Apex £725 £578 n/a £969 £703 £1,344 £465 £200 £458 £793
Chilworth 3.5m x 3m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £725 £640 n/a £1,064 £703 £1,344 £465 £200 £458 £793

Sandhurst 2 3.6m x 3.6m 44mm Cabin Apex £725 £856 n/a £1,519 £868 £1,658 £538 £275 £526 £878
Reading 1 3.6m x 5.5m 44mm Cabin Apex £1,081 £1,048 n/a £1,722 £1,326 £2,534 £744 £300 £662 £1,110
Wonersh 1 3.9m x 2.4m 44mm Multi Room Apex £725 £578 n/a £904 £627 £1,198 £430 £225 £441 £769

Eton 1 3.9m x 3m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £725 £666 n/a £927 £783 £1,497 £501 £225 £458 £842
Shackleford 1 3.9m x 3m 44mm Pent £725 £730 £518 n/a £1,045 £1,996 £501 £125 £458 £842

Knaphill 4m x 2.5m 44mm Clockhouse £725 £578 n/a n/a £670 £1,280 £450 £225 £458 £793
Woking 4m x 3m 44mm Clockhouse £725 £640 n/a n/a £804 £1,536 £510 £225 £458 £854

Bagshot 3 4m x 3.1m 44mm Pent £725 £704 £524 n/a £830 £1,587 £522 £125 £458 £866
Bagshot 3 4m x 3.1m 70mm Pent £806 £704 £532 n/a £1,098 £2,099 £522 £125 £458 £866

Pyrford 4m x 4m 44mm L Shaped £1,023 £818 n/a n/a £1,072 £2,048 £630 n/a £526 £976
Newbury 4.1m x 3m 44mm Pent £725 £730 £407 n/a £824 £1,574 £519 £125 £458 £866

Haslemere 4.2m x 3m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £848 £756 n/a £1,335 £844 £1,612 £528 £250 £526 £970
Windsor 1 4.21m x 4.21m 44mm Octagonal £2,086 £1,400 n/a n/a £1,187 £2,268 £681 n/a £594 £1,027

Chessington 4.5m x 3m 44mm Multi Room Pent £786 £668 £466 n/a £904 £1,728 £555 £150 £526 £915
Lambourn 1 4.5m x 3.3m 44mm Pent £766 £756 £527 n/a £994 £1,900 £595 £125 £526 £952

Maidenhead 1 4.5m x 3.3m 44mm Pent £766 £756 £471 n/a £994 £1,900 £595 £125 £526 £952
Sandhurst 3 4.5m x 3.6m 44mm Cabin Apex £901 £944 n/a £1,822 £1,085 £2,073 £636 £275 £526 £988

Hungerford 1 4.5m x 3.6m 70mm Cabin Apex £1,080 £944 n/a £1,777 £1,085 £2,073 £636 £275 £526 £988
Reading 2 4.5m x 5.5m 44mm Cabin Apex £1,349 £1,271 n/a £2,077 £1,658 £3,168 £892 £300 £679 £1,220

Bray 1 4.58m x 3.38m 44mm Pent £798 £818 £469 n/a £1,037 £1,981 £614 £150 £526 £971
Dorking 4.8m x 2.5m 70mm Pent £751 £730 £442 n/a £804 £1,536 £510 £150 £526 £891

Puttenham 4.8m x 2.8m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £747 £874 n/a £1,364 £900 £1,720 £553 £275 £526 £927

£7,400

£3,279

£3,541

£3,787
£3,270

£4,047
£4,433

£4,206

£5,154
£5,152

£4,472

£4,218

£3,888

£8,130

£5,855

£4,150

£4,229

£4,697

£2,778

£3,878

£3,860

£5,365

£2,926

£4,188

£4,920

£6,358

£7,367

£4,902

£5,823

£6,389

£4,412

£4,652

£3,330

£4,728

£4,570

Puttenham 4.8m x 2.8m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £747 £874 n/a £1,364 £900 £1,720 £553 £275 £526 £927
Effingham 4.8m x 3.6m 44mm Cabin Apex £1,031 £938 n/a £1,685 £1,479 £2,826 £668 £225 £594 £1,025
Wonersh 2 4.85m x 3m 44mm Multi Room Apex £838 £756 n/a £1,350 £974 £1,862 £586 £275 £526 £958

£5,971
£4,206

£4,798

Can't see what you are looking for?  Ask about our bespoke design service today!



APPROX BASE SIZE INSTALLATION INSULATED SUPPLY PAINT KIT LABOUR COST FOR
PRODUCT OF BUILDING WALL BUILDING OF YOUR FLOOR & ROOF EPDM RUBBER TAPCO SLATE TIMBER CONCRETE LAMINATE GUTTERING & FOR APPLICATION DECORATOR TO APPLY

DESCRIPTION (DOOR SIDE FIRST) THICKNESS STYLE CABIN KIT KIT * ROOFING * EFFECT ROOF * SUBFRAME SLAB FLOORING * DOWNPIPES * BY CUSTOMER ** PAINT KIT ON SITE ***

Alfold 5m x 3m 70mm Multi Room Apex £1,027 £756 n/a £1,457 £1,005 £1,920 £600 £300 £526 £976
Sunningdale 1 5.1m x 3m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £893 £818 n/a £1,346 £1,025 £1,958 £609 £300 £594 £1,116

Banstead 5.1m x 3.3m 40mm Pent £868 £933 £516 n/a £1,127 £2,154 £654 £150 £594 £1,025
Sunningdale 2 5.1m x 3.8m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,110 £982 n/a £1,609 £1,298 £2,480 £731 £300 £679 £1,214

Eton 2 5.1m x 3.9m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,092 £1,049 n/a £1,663 £1,332 £2,545 £746 £300 £594 £1,098
Sandhurst 4 5.1m x 3.9m 44mm Cabin Apex £1,104 £1,175 n/a £2,141 £1,332 £2,545 £746 £300 £594 £1,098

Hungerford 2 5.1m x 3.9m 70mm Cabin Apex £1,329 £1,175 n/a £2,226 £1,332 £2,545 £746 £275 £594 £1,098
Hungerford 3 5.1m x 5.1m 70mm Cabin Apex £1,724 £1,496 n/a £2,766 £1,742 £3,329 £930 £350 £679 £1,244

Bagshot 5 5.19m x 3.99m 70mm Pent £1,296 £1,146 £498 n/a £1,387 £2,650 £771 £150 £594 £1,120
Brookwood 5.2m x 3.7m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,202 £1,007 n/a £1,849 £1,289 £2,462 £727 £300 £679 £1,232
Brookwood 5.2m x 3.7m 70mm Long Ridge Apex £1,414 £1,007 n/a £1,849 £1,289 £2,462 £727 £300 £679 £1,232

Ockham 5.2m x 3.9m 44mm Pent £1,196 £991 £499 n/a £1,358 £2,595 £758 £150 £679 £1,293
Bisley 5.3m x 3.8m 44mm Clockhouse £1,136 £989 n/a n/a £1,349 £2,577 £754 £300 £594 £1,110

Crowthorne 5.3m x 3.8m 44mm Clockhouse £1,386 £1,115 n/a n/a £1,349 £2,577 £754 £300 £679 £1,110
Lambourn 2 5.3m x 3.8m 44mm Pent £1,039 £989 £493 n/a £1,349 £2,577 £754 £150 £594 £1,110

Maidenhead 2 5.3m x 3.8m 44mm Pent £1,039 £989 £493 n/a £1,349 £2,577 £754 £150 £594 £1,110
Bray 2 5.3m x 3.9m 44mm Pent £1,066 £1,082 £500 n/a £1,384 £2,645 £770 £150 £594 £1,122

Shere 1 5.4m x 5.2m 70mm Cottage with veranda £1,882 £1,391 n/a n/a £2,243 £4,285 £992 £300 £679 £1,293
Shere 2 5.4m x 5.2m 70mm Cottage with veranda £1,882 £1,389 n/a n/a £2,243 £4,285 £992 £300 £679 £1,293

Reading 3 5.4m x 5.4m 70mm Cabin Apex £1,909 £1,488 n/a £2,495 £1,953 £3,732 £1,024 £300 £679 £1,318
Horsell 5.6m x 4.8m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,507 £1,316 n/a £2,338 £2,176 £4,157 £956 £300 £679 £1,269

Bagshot 6 5.69m x 3.59m 44mm Pent £1,054 £1,144 £556 n/a £1,368 £2,614 £762 £175 £594 £1,132
Shackleford 2 5.7m x 3.6m 44mm Pent £1,101 £1,145 £557 n/a £1,756 £3,356 £765 £175 £594 £1,135

Windsor 2 5.71m x 4.21m 44mm Octagonal £2,436 £2,008 n/a n/a £1,610 £3,077 £871 n/a £679 £1,210
Shalford 1 5.75m x 3m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £950 £875 n/a £1,592 £1,155 £2,208 £667 £325 £679 £1,068
Mayford 5.75m x 3.7m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,253 £999 n/a £1,948 £1,425 £2,723 £788 £325 £679 £1,299

Tadworth 5.75m x 3.7m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,253 £999 n/a £1,948 £1,425 £2,723 £788 £325 £679 £1,299

2: ADD ANY ADDITIONAL SERVICES WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE US TO ARRANGE ON YOUR BEHALF:

£6,748

CONSTRUCTION OF BASE

£5,706

£7,430

£10,410

£8,082

£6,456

£5,795

£11,609

£7,562

£10,101

£5,462

£4,482
£6,112

£6,003

£7,744

£9,229

£6,378

£6,872

(SUPPLY ONLY)

£6,419

£10,644

£6,805

£5,710

BUILDING
KIT PRICE

ROOFING UPGRADES

£4,811

£7,294

£6,563

£6,462

£4,728

BUILDING CONFIGURATION AND SPECIFICATIONS 3: BUILDING PROTECTION1: KIT PRICE

Tadworth 5.75m x 3.7m 44mm Long Ridge Apex £1,253 £999 n/a £1,948 £1,425 £2,723 £788 £325 £679 £1,299
Farnham 5.75m x 3.9m 40mm Multi Room Apex £1,664 £1,288 n/a £2,707 £1,887 £3,606 £822 £350 £747 £1,177

Shalford 2 6m x 3m 70mm Long Ridge Apex £1,231 £970 n/a £1,699 £1,608 £3,072 £690 £350 £594 £1,098
Ripley 6.08m x 4.5m 44mm Multi Room Pent £1,641 £1,258 £516 n/a £1,833 £3,502 £970 £175 £747 £1,364

Cobham 6.08m x 4.5m 44mm Multi Room Pent £1,491 £1,258 £516 n/a £1,833 £3,502 £970 £175 £747 £1,364
Ascot 1 6.2m x 3.4m 70mm Pent £1,319 £1,276 £733 n/a £1,412 £2,698 £782 £200 £679 £1,171

Cranleigh 6.32m x 3.6m 44mm Pent with canopy £1,174 £1,103 £540 n/a £1,524 £2,912 £832 £175 £679 £1,210
Godstone 6.5m x 4.6m 40mm Pent £1,641 £1,307 £592 n/a £2,438 £4,659 £1,047 £175 £747 £1,354

Ascot 2 8.2m x 3m 70mm Multi Room Pent £1,579 £1,333 £720 n/a £1,648 £3,148 £888 £225 £747 £1,366

Regent style upgraded door handle £96
Additional single door £556
Additional double door £631
Additional single window £478
Additional double window £539
The Bar (approx 2m x 0.75m) £549

£11,827

£13,766

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

£7,485

Can't see what you are looking for?  Ask about our bespoke design service today!

£8,773
£8,704

£5,462

£7,094
£5,906

£7,894

(**) The protective paint kit is offered as a DIY solution to ensure the best protection for your new building.  It contains enough for you to apply three coats of Jotun Demidekk to the exterior.  If you wish to 
select an accent colour for the doors/windows then an additional charge will apply for additional materials.  It does not include for any knotting solution, stain blocker  or woodfiller that may be required.

(***) If you do not wish to apply the protective paint yourself then we can arrange for a decorator to attend your home and apply our paint kit for the cost indicated above subject to the site being within 50 
mile radius and the building having a sufficient working space around to allow for safe working.

The items listed in the 'optional extras' section are supplied for self-positioning and may require some cutting of logs unless we are installing your building in which case these will be 
fitted as part of the package (as is the case with those items marked with an asterisk above)  There may be an extended lead time on these items.  Please note that the costs may be 

broken down differently to those shown above on your order confirmation however the total cost will remain unchanged.

Price list valid from 1st April 2024 and is subject to amendment or withdrawal at any time without prior notice.  E&OE


